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LOJASIEWICZ'S SUPPORT
AND DOUBLY STOCHASTIC MEASURES

P. MIKUSIÑSKI, H. SHERWOOD, AND M. D. TAYLOR

(Communicated by R. Daniel Mauldin)

Abstract. We consider an alternative to the usual notion of the support of a

measure which seems more suitable for the study of doubly stochastic measures.

Introduction

By a doubly stochastic measure (dsm) we mean a probability measure p on

the unit square / (/ = [0, 1]) such that

p(A xI) = p(IxA) =k(A)

for every Borel set A Ç I ; k is the Lebesgue measure.

The set of all dsm's (denoted by DSM) is clearly a convex set. Extremal

dsm's (i.e. those which cannot be expressed as a convex combination of two

distinct elements of DSM) are of special interest. We are concerned with

the following question: Where is the mass of an extremal dsm concentrated?

J. Lindenstrauss [2] shows that extremal dsm's are singular with respect to the

Lebesgue measure on / . On the other hand, V. Losert [3] gives an example

of an extremal dsm whose support is the whole of / . In this note we would

like to discuss a different notion of support of a dsm which seems to describe

better the set where the mass is concentrated. The concept of Lojasiewicz's

support has been introduced in the theory of generalized functions [1]. We will

show that the Lojasiewicz's support has been introduced in the theory of gen-

eralized functions [1]. We will show that the Lojasiewicz support has several

nice features so that in some respect it is the "natural" way to define the sup-

port of a dsm. First, the Lojasiewicz support of an extremal dsm has Lebesgue

measure zero; this dovetails nicely with Lindenstrauss's result. Second, one can

use the general and ordinary derivatives of a measure [7] to define notions of

support in a manner analogous to the definition of the Lojasiewicz support,

and for dsm's, all three of these definitions are equivalent. Third, the convex
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2
sum of a sequence of probability measures on / having Lojasiewicz supports

whose Lebesgue measures are zero has the property that its Lojasiewicz support

also has Lebesgue measure zero. This is not true for the standard definition of

support.

Denote by 2 the space of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact

support in R , and by 2' the space of all Schwartz distributions on R .If

/ G 2' and tp G 2 , then we will use the notation

(f, <P)=       f(x)<p(x)dx
Jrn

even if the integral does not exist in the usual sense.

Definition 1. Let f G 2'. We say that / has a value ß at xQ G R , denoted

by f(xQ) = ß, if for every <p g 2, tp > 0, /ra <p(x) dx = 1 , and for every

an —* oo (an > 0) we have

(1) \im(af       f(x)<p(an(x-xQ))dx = ß.
n—»oo     "       _/jj.v " u

The value of a distribution can be also defined using the distributional con-

vergence:

f(x0) = ß       if Jjm/(x0 + yx) = ß in 2'.

If / is a continuous function, then the limit (1) equals f(x0). The value

of a distribution need not exist. For example, the Dirac delta distribution does

not have a value at 0; it has value 0 at any other point.

The concept of the value of a distribution at a point has been introduced by

S. Lojasiewicz in [4, 5] (see also [6, 8]).

Definition 2. The Lojasiewicz support of a distribution /, L- supp /, is the

complement of the set of all points where / has value 0.

It can be shown that the closure of the Lojasiewicz support of a distribution

is the support in the sense of Schwartz.

Every locally finite Borel measure /lonR can be identified with a distri-

bution f  by

(fM, <P) = I s(pdp.

In view of our notation it makes sense to denote it by dp/dk :

L*dß=L'?idk'
Since every dsm is a finite Borel measure it has a well-defined Lojasiewicz

support.

Let Ex, E2, ... cR   , x gR   . We say that {En} converges to x , and write

En —> x, if d(En) -» 0 and x G C\En ; where d(E) - sup{||x - y\\: x, y G E}

and II • II denotes the Euclidean norm in R   . For measurable E gR    define

r(E) = sup{k(E)/k(J) : J is a cube containing E} .
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A sequence of measurable sets En cR    is called regular if there exists e > 0

such that r(En) > e for all « G N.

Definition 3 (Saks [7]). Let p he a measure on R   .By the general derivative

of p at x G R   , denoted by Dp(x), we mean the limit

Dp(x)= lim p(EJ/k(En),
n—»oo " "

if it exists and is the same for any regular sequence of closed sets En G R

convergent to x.

By the ordinary derivative of p at xeR", denoted by p'(x), we mean the

limit

p.'(x)= Mm p(En)Ik(En),
n—Kx> "

if it exists and is the same for any regular sequence of intervals En G R

convergent to x.

1 2
Theorem 4. Let p be a locally finite Borel measure on R   and let p gR . The

following conditions are equivalent:

(a) Dp(p) = 0,

(b) p'(p) = 0,

(c) &(P) = 0.

Proof,   (a) => (b) is obvious.

(b) => (c). Suppose first p = 0 . Let <p G 2(R  ), j <p = 1 , ax , a2, ... > 0,

a^-too. Let E he an interval in R    such that 0 G E and

-cxE <<P <cxE,

where c is a positive constant. Define En = (l/an)E. Then En —> 0. For all

x e R    and all « e N, we have

-cxE(x) < (p(anx) < CXE(x)

and

« «

Denote ç?„(x) = (an)   ^(a^x). Then

-c(anf p(En) < J <pndp< c(anfp(En),

Since k(En) = (an)~  k(E), we have

Since
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we have

I tpndp^0,

which proves that

> = °-

If p ■£ 0, then consider the measure v(A) = p(A - p).

(c) => (a). Suppose

p = 0   and   ^(0) = 0.

First we will show that

hm —?- = 0,
«^oo k(Cn)

where {Cn} is a sequence of cubes in R^ convergent to 0. Denote

||C„|| = max ||x||.
„i      xec^

Then ||x||/||CJ < 1 whenever x GCn. Let <p g2 , tp > 0, and <p(x) = 1 for

all ||x|| < 1 . Then

XCn < <P(x/\\Cn\\)

and hence

p(Cn)< [<p(x/\\Cn\\)dp= fcpdkWcf ( p^lE^dp.
J J J  j<pdk\\Cn\\

Consequently

k(Cn)  ^ J  """ k(Cn) J   fydkWCX'    ß-

Since ^(0) = 0, we have

lim  í^nC¿ Ndp = 0.
"     "~J     J   <P"A\\<~„\

This implies

•<M||C„|

«-oo k(Cn)

because the sequence {||Cn||   /k(Cn)} is bounded.

If {En} is an arbitrary regular sequence of closed subsets of R convergent

to 0, then there is a sequence of cubes Cn convergent to 0 and containing En

such that

for all « G N, such cubes exist because {En} is regular. Now

p(En)     p(Cn)     p(Cn)k(Cn)       p(Cn)

k(En)-k(En)      k(Cn)k(En)        k(Cn)
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in view of the first part of this proof. Therefore Dp(0) = 0. Generalization to

arbitrary p is easy.    D

Theorem 5. The Lojasiewicz support of a locally finite Borel measure on R is

a Borel set.

Proof. Let <f> G 2(R ), tp > 0, and <p(x) = 1  for every ||x|| < 1 . Then, for
2

any locally finite Borel measure p on R , we have

OO       OO        OO       s p *    \

L-supp// = (J f|  [J jxeR2:      n2(p(n(y-x))dp(y)>^\ .   u
k=\ m=\ n=m ( J >

Note that the above theorem implies that the Lojasiewicz support of a locally

finite Borel measure on R   is measurable.

Theorem 6. The Lojasiewicz support of an extremal dsm has Lebesgue measure

0.

Proof. Let p he an extremal dsm. By Lindenstrauss's result [2], p is singular.

Since a measure v is singular if and only if Du — 0 a.e. with respect to the

Lebesgue measure (see Saks, [7], p. 119), we have Dp = 0 a.e. Hence, by

Theorem 4, dp/dk — 0 a.e., and thus L-supp/z has Lebesgue measure 0.   D

In the next theorem we prove a useful property of the Lojasiewicz support.

Note that the theorem fails for the usual support.

Theorem 7. Let px , p2, ... be a sequence of probability measures on R , and

let p = J2^lx ot„P„ . where a,, a,,... is a sequence of positive numbers such

that £", o~ = 1 . //

k(L-supppn) = 0      forallnGN,

then

k(L-suppp) = 0.

Proof. If k(L-supppn) - 0, then pn is singular for every « g N. Thus p —

Y^=xanpn is singular, and consequently ¿(L-supp/z) — 0.   o
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